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GOD  GAVE  ALL  THE  ANIMALS  
--- --- ---    --- --- --- ---   --- --- ---   --- --- ---   --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
AND  BIRDS  THAT  MOVE  AND  
--- --- ---    --- --- --- --- ---    --- --- --- ---    --- --- --- ---   --- --- ---  
BREATHE , PLANTS  TO  EAT  
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---    --- --- --- --- --- ---    --- ---    --- --- ---
FOR  FOOD . 
--- --- ---   --- --- --- ---
READ  GENESIS  1:30  BELOW
--- --- --- ---  --- --- --- --- --- --- ---           --- --- --- --- ---

Use the KEY below to solve the secret code hidden above

A B C D E F G H I J

A B C D E F G H I J
K L M N O P Q R S T

K L M N O P Q R S T
U V W X Y Z

U V W X Y Z

And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl 
of the air, and to every thing that creepeth upon the 
earth, wherein there is life, I have given every green 
herb for meat: and it was so.               Genesis 1:30

God gave all the animals and birds that move 
and breathe plants to eat for food.

Read Genesis 1:30 below

ANSWER
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PLANTS  TO  EAT  
--- --- --- --- --- --- ---    --- --- --- --- --- ---    --- ---    --- --- ---

  BELOW
--- --- --- ---  --- --- --- --- --- --- ---           --- --- --- --- ---

Use the KEY below to solve the secret code hidden above
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